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Abstract

Present paper introduces a polynomial combination of one dimensional chaotic maps that is blended in a dynamic
image encryption algorithm. It is special because not only this combination has butterfly folding effect but also it
shows generalization property over any polynomial combination. Hence, the butterfly folding effect is caused by gov-
erned parameters of polynomial combination. Moreover, multiple simulations and evaluations show the superiority
of the proposed chaotic system. An application of this system, which we propose in cryptography, is a novel image
encryption algorithm based on dynamic function generation. Compared to the state of the art algorithms, our image
encryption algorithm has higher statistical and cryptanalytic properties. Even though this algorithm is not suitable for
real-time applications such as streaming video encryption, it makes a good use of the proposed chaotic system. Up-
permost cryptanalytic properties that are proven by statistical/numeric tests show good performance and reliability of
proposed algorithm for image encryption tasks while unlike any other chaotic image encryption system, our algorithm
uses a string input for secret key.

Keywords: Image Encryption, 1D chaotic maps, Polynomial coupling, Random number generator, Butterfly effect,
Dynamic function generation

1. Introduction1

This is the rapid growth of network users and data transmits that has led the security researchers to devise much2

secure infrastructure and cryptographic algorithms. On the other hand, the cryptanalysts have also gained more3

computing power to put these new inventions to test [1]. Although there are many algorithms that can be used for4

making a secure data transmit such as AES (Advanced Encryption Algorithm) [2], some successful attacks have been5

reported to these algorithms; Biclique Cryptanalysis [3] is an example. In cryptography culture, TuxECB effect is a6

major drawback of these conventional algorithms. Figure 1 shows an inevitable effect happening due to block cipher7

nature of ECB algorithms like AES. This semantically incorrect cryptographic scheme (along with other problems8

mentioned earlier) fuels researchers of criteria (e. g. cryptographers) towards more reliable encryption systems and9

algorithms.10

Due to their random-like behavior and high statistical scores on various tests such as NIST random number test,11

correlation analysis and information entropy, chaotic image and media encryption methods have earned so much12

attention. However, in many aspects, successful attacks on some of these algorithms has been applied and security13

flaws is reported by various researchers [4–11].14

In near future, with increasing higher user interests in social networking (e.g. on websites like Facebook, Insta-15

gram which mostly rely on media as content) mentioned problems can be much more critical. This happens because16

increase in user generated content needs much secure data transmit that can be decrypted on both sides of transmission17

line. However, the problem on user side rises as the decrypting device (e. g. mobile phone or a VR glass) lacks com-18

putational and storage resources. This problem can be solved by a fast, secure and easily implementable encryption19

algorithm that needs no more information rather than the encrypted message and a securely shared secret key. On20

some study cases, researchers used another image called as key-image for secret key to ensure this security but the21

employed methodology increases data transition by a factor of ×2.22

Considering the described demands, many chaotic and non-chaotic approaches have been proposed for image and23

data encryption. In the case of image and video encryption, non-chaotic and iterative cryptographic functions, such as24
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Original Image AES (128-Bit) Encrypted Image

Figure 1: ”Tux ECB effect”, 128-bit version of AES-ECB with password of ’Simple Password is ample’ has been applied to linux mascot known
as Tux

AES, are not suitable. In terms of security, considering the inner non-iterative and nonlinear behavior, encrypt media25

in a much more reliable way. Moreover, some of these methods can withstand many cryptanalysis tests and real life26

attacks such as chosen plain-text and cipher-text attacks [12–16]. Also, successful attacks on AES-CBC has been27

reported and analyzed which padding oracle attack is one of these researches[17, 18].28

However, chaos based methods and algorithms inherit two drawbacks from their chaotic map and employed29

scheme that are: 1) 1D chaotic maps (e. g. logistic) have a limited range for their chaotic behavior. Outside this range,30

they behave like any other regular mathematical function; 2) encryption methodology, used in these algorithms, are31

not quite strong to confront advanced attacks. Due to the lack of an ideal and secure media encryption/decryption32

process all the required requisites and promises for the mentioned necessity.33

We present this research in the following order: in Section 2 we briefly review the previous studies on this issue.34

We discuss 1D chaotic maps and combined chaotic systems in Section 3. Section 4 proposes a polynomial coupling35

of 1D chaotic systems and its testing results are presented in Section 4.1. Section 5 explains our proposed algorithm36

for image encryption. We discuss cryptanalysis results in Section 6. Finally, we come to a conclusion in Section 7.37

2. Related Study38

Researchers have introduced various image encryption algorithms that are based on chaotic maps in different39

studies [16, 19–49]. Such algorithms mainly use one or multiple dimensional maps as a random sequence generator.40

These series are then utilized to make a good diffusion and confusion over output. For such crypto-systems, the secret41

key, independently or combined with some parts of source image, are considered to be seed [50].42

Among the mentioned methods, there are techniques which take the advantage of using two chaotic map coupling43

as a new system [47]. Considering the chaotic sequence, this image encryption technique applies a pixel-wise per-44

mutation in order to provide more random behavior on the encrypted image. The results of this mentioned process,45

which takes four rounds, show good statistical properties.46

Chaotic image encryption algorithm described in [48] utilizes logistic/sine combination and names it LS for short.47

This map is also a sequence generator where its key functions as seed. Furthermore, It can be used for decision making48

on multiple levels. The authors intended to permute or substitute source image regarding this sequence. Just like the49

previous algorithm, these operations are performed in pixel level. The short discussion that is made on the technique50

intends to show how strong it is; but the results themselves are inadequate to judge.51

On the other hand, authors of [20] improve the same chaotic coupling technique in [48], in order to generalize the52

chaotic system. The generalization is resulted in a new system where any two 1D chaotic maps are combinable. The53

provided encryption scheme is very simple and ample enough to create confusion and diffusion on encrypted image.54

In this technique, Image rotation, pixel substitution and row separation/combination operations shape the encryption55

algorithm.56
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Another novel technique comes from bitplane decomposition of pixels in order to separate an image into bit order57

segregated sub images [51]. This algorithm that is named DecomCrypt has been employed in creating an image58

encryption crypto-system. The process of this algorithm starts with a binary Fibonacci bitplane decomposition of59

key and image along with a XOR operation between them. Then a scrambling operation completes the round. It60

furthermore runs N-iterations in which N is a variable number between 1 and 3.61

Bitplane decomposition was later used in [45] with PWLCM (piecewise linear chaotic map). The algorithm uses62

bitplane decomposition and transformation of result into a row format, then applies confusion and diffusion based on63

two keys (key1 and key2) that were extracted from secret key. The output after N-iterations is transformed into bitplane64

row vector and combined to obtain encrypted image.65

Another chaos based image encryption system is proposed in [46]. This system uses a 2D cat map in a modified66

fashion that is also an inner function on permutation layer. First layer of encryption process is diffusion layer, the67

output of this layer is converted to binary format and is followed by the permutation layer. At the end the binary68

sequence of image is converted back to integer numbers. Secret key in whole process is a seed for chaotic sequence69

generation.70

The combination of 1D chaotic maps with a novel image encryption algorithm is the content of work done in [44].71

Considering this new chaotic system, the authors discussion shows how secure a sequence generation can perform72

as permutation and substitution operations. Through this process, regarding the input key, a sequence generation73

permutes and diffuses image. In the next step, the encrypted image is produced by the linear transformation at the end74

of the crypto-system. All operations which is applied in the described algorithm run on color image. The statistical75

results along with the cryptanalytic discussion confirm its security and reliability.76

Other novel methods such as combination of fuzzy cellular neural networks (FCNN) into cryptography is proposed77

[49, 52]. Chaotic fuzzy cellular neural network based approach presented in [52] uses a fast and elegant method. Their78

proposed encryption algorithm generates a chaotic signal with respect to image pixels and input keys (A, B,D, α, β)79

and mixes image pixels with regards to this signal. Their proposed method shows acceptable cryptanalytic results80

and statistical tests such as NPCR and UACI. On the other hand, M. Kalpana et al. presented another methodology81

utilizing drive-response-type chaotic delayed FCNNs [49]. Authors used two bounded and continuous functions, φ82

and ϕ, for two different systems as initial conditions. Their algorithm with fuzzy feedback MIN/MAX template shows83

promising statistical and cryptanalytic results.84

Compressive sensing is another novel method proposed recently [53]. Zig zag path for confusion introduced by85

authors with initial starting index based on secret key is a novel approach for swapping image pixel values. Discrete86

wavelet transform, SHA-512 hash function and Memristive chaotic system are other inner functions of their encryption87

algorithm.88

Although the previously described algorithms and schemes require a key in shape of floating point number, in real89

case scenarios, users attend to input the key as a string of ASCII characters. In other words, seeing the whole process90

from programmers perspective, the binary representation of secret key is more formal and useful. However, in none91

of the described methods, the string key terminology is used and accordingly they assumed that the key should be in92

floating point format. Moreover, on previously proposed chaotic maps, the sequence generation must be a random93

sequence generation process; i.e. that it is not clear whether the produced sequence is a random number generator94

(RNG) or not. Additionally, further tests such as NIST statistical test suite is required to make this assumption clear95

[54].96

In order to provide more confusion and diffusion on generated keys, employing the round key generation scheme97

is also necessary. Accordingly, most of the existing methods use the chaotic sequence generator to make this happen.98

Nevertheless, more discussion about existing algorithms are related to cases where both the inner bitwise opera-99

tions are mainly XOR or its variant and where no dynamic function generation is employed. The nature of dynamic100

function generation is a novel idea. In this case the cryptographer gains a powerful tool for designing bitwise functions101

at runtime and that means more random behavior on output.102

To overcome the mentioned problems in this research, we have designed a new chaotic algorithm that is capable103

of generating dynamic functions at runtime. It’s also capable of maintaining powerful statistical properties with aid104

of a novel chaotic system that is made by coupling of one dimensional chaotic maps.105
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3. Chaotic systems106

Based on their functionality, chaotic maps are categorized as one-dimensional and multi-dimensional maps. To107

differentiate, 1D chaotic maps perform faster in terms of speed, while multi-dimensional chaotic maps have com-108

putational overhead due to their high-dimensional structure. On the other hand, 1D maps are less complicated109

for implementation and yet as much useful as multi-dimensional ones. Conversely, the drawback is when the 1D110

maps have short range of initial and input variables while multi-dimensional maps can be extended and have a wider111

range[55, 56].112

3.1. 1D chaotic maps113

As described earlier, 1D chaotic maps, accept initial conditions such as α, β, γ, etc with an initial value X0 as114

an input and perform a mathematical function like f (X0, α, β, ...). It is also considered to be a mapping from initial115

conditions and some control parameters to the predetermined range. Equation 1 performs a N-time composition over116

f chaotic iteration:117

fn ◦ fn−1 ◦ . . . ◦ f2 ◦ f1 ◦ f0. (1)

Logistic Map, which is one of the famous 1D chaotic maps, is described in Eq. 2. From the main characteristics118

of this map are low computational cost and high chaotic behavior ( r ∈ [3.57, 4), X ∈ (0, 1) ). Although this chaotic119

function has limited range of r for its chaotic behavior, it also suffers from absence of extra control parameters. Hence120

to overcome the mentioned problems of this and other 1D maps like Tent and Sine (equations 3 and 4)[57], many121

modifications and chaotic system designs are proposed [20, 44, 47, 48, 58].122

L(X, r) = rX(1 − X). (2)

S (X, α) = α sin(πX/4). (3)

T (X, u) =


uX/2 X < 0.5,

u(1 − X)/2 X ≥ 0.5.
(4)

3.2. Combined chaotic systems123

Combined or coupled chaotic maps are referred to as combined chaotic systems. These systems use chaotic maps124

in order to make a new one that is furthermore capable of handling problems, risen from the source maps. The125

research done in [47] proposes the utilization of i-th element on chaotic series as a control sequence in order to select126

next chaotic map for (i+1)-th element generation. The application is demonstrated in eq. 5. In this equation β is127

known to be third 1D chaotic system. It controls which chaotic system is going to be used at next iteration. . It128

happens based on the quantity of β in a way that if it is greater than or equal to 0.5, f1 and otherwise it is f2 function129

that will be used. Both of these functions are also 1D chaotic maps:130

F(Xn, βn−1) =


f1(Xn−1) βn−1 = 0,

f2(Xn−1) βn−1 = 1.
(5)

As an earlier version of [20], in [48], a combination of sine and logistic map is proposed. In order to obtain a new131

system in these settings, two specific chaotic maps are required to be precisely set and combined. More advancements132

on the same map is obtained in [20] by utilization of modulo operator. Addition of two chaotic maps and applying133

modulo operator on result is shown in eq. 6:134

F(Xn, γ, λ) = [ f1(Xn, γ) + f2(Xn, λ)] mod 1. (6)

Three examples of this map is also explained by authors that combine sine, tent and logistic maps. Major mod-135

ifications to this system has also been applied in [58] to increase parameters and make the underlying system more136
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compressing rather than a two-to-one mapping. The compression ability proposed by authors made the system more137

compatible for cryptographic applications such as hash functions. Equation 7 shows the resulting chaotic system:138

F(Xn,wα,wβ, α, β, r) = [(wαα f (r, Xn)) + (wββ f (16 − r, Xn))] mod 1. (7)

A multiplicative-subtraction system, which is composed of a 1D chaotic map, is proposed in [44]. A flooring139

operation is used in this system in order to obtain the chaotic part, similar to modulo function application.140

4. Proposed Polynomial Chaotic System141

As a new chaotic system, our polynomial coupling (eq. 8) offers a novel method, in which multiple or single142

chaotic maps are coupled. This coupling is applied both to expand the maps input range and to obtain higher random-143

like behavior.144

Xn+1 = Fk(Xn,Ψ,Ξ) = [G1
1

+ (Ψ1G2
1 + Ψ2G1

2)

+ (Ψ3G3
1 + Ψ4G2

2 + Ψ5G1
3)

+ (Ψ6G4
1 + Ψ7G3

2 + Ψ8G2
3 + Ψ9G1

4)

+ · · · + (Ψ jG
k
1 + Ψ j+1Gk−1

2 + · · · + Ψ j+k−1G1
k−1)] mod 1,

where j =

k−1∑

i=1

i (8)

Here Ψ1,Ψ2,Ψ3,Ψ4, . . . parameters control effects of Gi functions on final output. On the other hand, Ξ1,Ξ2,Ξ3,Ξ4, . . .145

are changing for each chaotic map. G1,G2,G3, . . . are the inner functions which are the same maps with even differ-146

ent parameters for control conditions (i.e. different chaotic functions, g, h, . . . , and diverse control parameters can be147

employed).148

A logistic example of this system is illustrated in eq. 9. For the same X, it only uses six different logistic functions149

with diverse control parameters. Accordingly, the logistic map is reformulated, in its original form, as L1(Xn,Ψ,Ξ)150

where Ψ = ∅ and Ξ = {r}.151

Xn+1 = L4(Xn,Ψ,Ξ) = [l11 + (Ψ1l21 + Ψ2l12)

+ (Ψ3l31 + Ψ4l22 + Ψ5l13)

+ (Ψ6l41 + Ψ7l32 + Ψ8l23 + Ψ9l14)] mod 1,

where li = ΞiXn(1 − Xn). (9)

4.1. The chaotic behavior of proposed system152

Three different orbits of our chaotic system are displayed in fig. 2 for 50 iterations, the special case of L4 has been153

used for this test. In this special case, the Ψi values are set to (i + 1) × Ψ0 and the Ξ values are all equal to Ξ0 where154

the Ξ0 and Ψ0 are 2.1 and 3.57 respectively. Histogram analysis is displayed in fig. 3 for one thousand different initial155

conditions and random Ψ and Ξ values, which each of them is containing 50 iterations, the Ψ and Ξ values are chosen156

randomly. Blue line in this figure indicates the mean of all cumulative sums, at different bins.157

It is possible to express chaotic behavior of any map in terms of multiple analysis that are called cobweb plot and158

the largest lyapunov exponent. Additionally for an extra randomness testing, the NIST random number test suite is159

quite useful [54].160

Figure 4 shows cobweb plot of the L4 for our proposed chaotic system with various Ψ values. We can see in the161

figure that the folding effect happens for the higher values of equally changing Ψ’s and it has illustrated in blue. We162

5
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Figure 2: Three different orbits of our proposed system with variance of σ = 10−16 on initial condition X0

call this controllable effect the Butterfly Folding. Respective values for Ξi are 3.8 and logistic map is the seed map in163

all inner l functions of L4.164

Largest lyapunov exponent (LLE) is another useful randomness measure on chaotic series. The chaotic behavior165

of a particular experiment is indicated by its LLE being larger than zero. However, for the systems with LLE values166

under or equal to zero the behavior is considered to be non-chaotic [59]. We have applied this test to L3, L4 and L5.167

Figure 5 shows this plot within the range of [1, 51] for Ψ0 and [4,10] for Ξ0 in which 10 points has been examined.168

Other Ψ and Ξ values has been set by Ψi = (i + 1) × (Ψ0 + 0.001) and Ξi = Ξ0 respectively. This assumption and169

special case of Li functions made the LLE graph drawing possible in a 3D space that without it presenting the data170

would be impossible in a larger dimensionality. Lyapunov exponent values are computed by the method proposed in171

[60] and it can be seen from figure 5 that all functions show chaotic behavior in the mentioned domain. Respective172

mean and standard deviation values of each sub figure are noted in graph for clarity. Compared to TCL map proposed173

in [61], our approach has higher LLE mean value which their study shows approximately 0.6. For our system, mean174

LLE value for L3, L4 and L5 is 0.6447, 0.6362 and 0.6247 respectively.175

There is also the NIST random number test suite (for cryptographic applications) that has ample tests to show176

the performance of a random number generator. In case of a chaotic map or system it can be considered as a Ran-177

dom Number Generator (RNG), if it is considered to have enough random behavior. Furthermore, we have simply178

multiplied the output of tested maps to 1024 and quantized values in order to map all real values between 0 and 1 to179

the byte values (containing 0 and 1’s). Thus the output of tested maps has changed to be integer values between 0180

to 1023. After that, we converted the result to bits (where each sample contains 10 bits). We have fed our generated181

bit stream to NIST random number test suite and have presented the associated results in table 1. This table contains182

a comparison between L4 of our proposed system and the logistic, tent and sine maps. The control parameter range183

for any map except our system is set to its chaotic range in which the map shows chaotic behavior. For our proposed184

system the sequences are generated by randomly picking Ψ and Ξ values and for each picked value 100 iteration is185

performed. NIST random number test suite used for this examine is version 2.1.2 and the results are obtained from a186

linux mint operating system.187

4.2. The hardware implementability of proposed system188

For obtaining a high random-like system, taking the advantage of a single chaotic map is very beneficial. One189

of these advantages is on hardware implementation of the system when the desired system can be implemented in190

a parallel way. Figure 6 shows a blockwise hardware implementation example. In this example design, combinator191

6
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Figure 3: Histogram of our proposed system

layer gets the output of previous layer and combines it according to eq. 9, × block multiplies two inputs and the C2192

block outputs the negative value of respective input value. This hardware implementation example shows how a L4193

chaotic system can be implemented in a parallel fashion.194

5. Proposed image encryption scheme195

The chaotic system that is defined in sec.4 is utilized along with multiple novel confusion and diffusion functions196

in order to result in good cryptographic properties. Figure 7 shows flowchart of our proposed algorithm. In our197

setup, six inner functions (i.e. GenRK, GenXMap, GenPMap, GenS Map, DFLGen, Exchanger) act in a binded198

cooperation to make the final encrypted output, shown as Encrypted Image. Here, secret key is assumed to be a string199

that is containing multiple characters in ASCII format with arbitrary size. In this scheme, an image and a secret key200

are the inputs to start data flow. After N-iterations, this process ends up with producing an encrypted image from the201

inputs. The same scheme with minor modifications is employed for decryption process. Below, we have described202

the workload of each inner function.203

GenRK. takes secret key as input and outputs (1 × 20) round-key (RK) matrix, Ψ and Ξ which respectively are in204

shape of 1 × 9 and 1 × 4. To obtain these values from secret-key, first the key is converted to [0,1] range and equal or205

less than 9 or 4 number of zeros are appended to make it in appropriate format for the rest of algorithm (9 for Ψ and 4206

for Ξ). XOR operation is applied to first axis of obtained matrix to obtain 9 or 4 numbers and the obtained numbers are207

combined with rest of matrix with same operation. For Ξ needs to be in range of [3.57,4] to obtain chaotic behavior208

from logistic map. Thus, each value of Ξi in Ξ is divided by 5 and added to 3.8. In order to have an avalanche effect209

between previous roundkeys and current round key that is to be produced, each RK from previous iteration is added210

to 20’th iteration of L4 map with obtained Ψ and Ξ values and is corrected to [0,1] range afterwards.211

GenXMap. RK, Ψ, Ξ and size of input image are considered as input and the output is XOR-Map, which is denoted212

as XMap. This map is later used by Exchanger and GenPMap functions. Algorithm 2 shows how the inputs are213

combined, in order to iterate M × N times over L4 function.214

7
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Figure 4: Butterfly Folding effect and Cobweb plot for l4 with various Ψ values

Algorithm 1 GenRK
Require: S ecretKey (1×arbitrary matrix)

SecretKey= SecretKey / 256
temp= Append 9 − mod(S ecretKey, 9) number of 0’s to SecretKey
temp= Convert temp from 1×K to floor(K/9)×9
Ψ= ⊕ of temp on first axis
Ψ= Ψ ⊕ (with any cell in temp)
temp= Append 4 − mod(S ecretKey, 4) number of 0’s to SecretKey
temp= Convert temp from 1×K to floor(K/4)×4
Ξ= ⊕ of temp on first axis
Ξ= Ξ ⊕ (with any cell in temp)
Ξ= 3.8 + Ξ/5
for any c in S ecretKey do

RK= RK + iterL4 (Ψ,Ξ, c)20times

end for
RK= mod(RK,1)
return RK, Ψ, Ξ

GenPMap. sorts XMap and assigns a number for each item after sorting. The new matrix, which is the index of215

sorted elements, shows how a permutation must be acquired according to this setting. Obtaining inverse operation of216

8
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Figure 5: LLE for L3, L4 and L5

Table 1: NIST statistical random number test results for cryptographic applications: test has been applied for 106 sequences of 100-bits generated
from Logistic, Sine, Tent and L4, minimum pass rate for each test is approximately 96

Statistical test
p-value Proportion

L4 Logistic Sine Tent L4 Logistic Sine Tent
Frequency 0.739918 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 99 86 31 36
Block Frequency 0.574903 0.000000 0.012650 0.000000 100 100 99 32
Cumulative Sums 0.779188 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 100 87 36 35
Runs 0.366918 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 99 87 50 21
Longest Run 0.964295 0.000184 0.000216 0.000000 99 92 97 51
Rank 0.437274 0.000082 0.102526 0.006196 99 99 99 99
FFT 0.007694 0.000000 0.779188 0.000000 99 78 99 88
Non Overlapping Template 0.275709 0.042808 0.000043 0.000000 100 100 100 33
Overlapping Template 0.035174 0.437274 0.595549 0.000015 100 100 98 81
Serial 0.006196 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 100 0 0 0
Linear Complexity 0.085587 0.678686 0.319084 0.191687 100 96 96 91
Approximate entropy 0.834308 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 99 0 2 6
Universal 0.419021 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 99 0 0 0

such matrix is ample to reverse the permutation process. This function is described in alg. 3.217

GenSMap. substitution matrix for all pixels in one iteration is the output of 255 iterations on L4. This task is assigned218

to GenSMap that is described in algorithm 4.219

Function List. is atomic functions such as basic bitwise operations that form the initial function list. This function list220

is composed of six tuple elements and in each tuple, operations are dual based on each other. Equation 10 shows this221

list. The mentioned list can be extended in order to make more confusion and diffusion on output for other setups. The222

list includes: Bitwise rotation to left and right (rol, ror), XOR operation, complementation (not), XNOR operation223

and the no-operation (noOp: do nothing). For encryption process the operations and for decryption process the duals224

are used.225

FunctionList = {(ror, rol), (rol, ror), (xor, xor), (not, not), (noOp, noOp), (xnor, xnor)}. (10)

DFLGen. dynamically shuffles function list and outputs a new function list of operations. These operations are later226

used by Exchanger in a cascading form to make the final output. Algorithm 5 explains DFLGen.227
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Figure 6: Parallel hardware implementation example of proposed chaotic system

Algorithm 2 GenXMap
Require: rk (denotes a single roundkey), Ψ, Ξ, M × N (image matrix size)

XMap= iterL4 (Ψ,Ξ, rk)M×N

XMap= f loor(XMap × 255)
return XMap

Exchanger. gets inputs from previous functions, for the last iteration it computes the final encrypted image, otherwise228

it computes its own input for the next round. This input takes place of SourceImage as an intermediate value. Substi-229

tution, permutation, XMap and function list influx computation are other steps of this function. Algorithm 6 explains230

the process in more details.231

The process of image encryption starts with GenRK. After generation of round-keys, which are noted as rk in a232

RK matrix, the GenXMap generates a XMap based on RK0. This map is as same size as the image and is also fed to233

GenPMap function to compute permutation matrix denoted as PMap. Simultaneously, in a multi-threaded fashion,234

GenS Map and DFLGen form substitution matrix and dynamic function list, respectively, according to RK0. At the235

next step, by using PMap, Exchanger permutes source image and then substitutes each pixel according to S Map.236

Further, it applies XOR operation between the intermediate result of previous two steps and XMap. At the end, each237

function in dynamic function list, from DFLGen, is operated at each pixel, in a cascading mode over intermediate238

image. The whole process repeats for each rk in RK matrix; i.e. it takes 20 inner iterations. For the last iteration, the239

result is the encrypted image otherwise the result is the intermediate image. As it’s mentioned earlier, each iteration240

is twenty rounds of the whole process.241

The decryption process is same as encryption with minor modifications. Encrypted image is an input to the242
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Algorithm 3 GenPMap
Require: rk, Ψ, Ξ

XMap= GenXMap(rk,Ψ,Ξ,M × N)
PMap= a number according to sorted position of each element in XMap
return PMap

Algorithm 4 GenSMap
Require: rk, Ψ, Ξ

S Map= iterL4 (Ψ,Ξ, rk)256times

S Map= a number according to sorted position of each element in S Map
return S Map

Algorithm 5 DFLGen
Require: rk, Ψ, Ξ

temp= iterL4 (Ψ,Ξ, rk)6times

FunctionList= Sort initial Function list according to temp
return FunctionList

Algorithm 6 Exchanger
Require: S ourceImage, XMap, S Map, PMap, FunctionList, RK

EncodedImage= Permute S ourceImage according to PMap
EncodedImage= Substitute any pixel according to S Map
EncodedImage= EncodedImage ⊕ XMap
for any f unction in FunctionList do

for any rk in RK do
EncodedImage= f unction(EncodedImage, rk)

end for
end for
return EncodedImage
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Figure 7: Proposed image encryption algorithm

encryption process along with the secret key, GenRK function generates rk values in RK with respect to provided243

secret key, GenXMap, GenPMap and GenS Map generate the respective XOR, permutation and substitution maps.244

The dynamic function list used here is there reverse form of eq. 10 in which the second function in each tuple is used.245

Exchanger permutes the encrypted image and and substitutes each pixel according to S Map. Intermediate values of246

previous iteration and current are XORed and at end of each iteration, each function of dynamic function list is applied247

to each pixel in a cascading mode. As number of iterations the encryption process took, the decryption process takes248

same to decrypt the encrypted image.249

6. Cryptanalysis of the proposed algorithm250

An example of our algorithm is provided in Figure 8 where the secret key is ”Simple Password is ample”. As it251

is clear from fig. 8 the TuxECB effect is not present anymore and has been vanished during the first analysis of our252

algorithm.253

For a typical encryption algorithm, other performance metrics are defined in terms of statistical analysis and are254

known as cryptanalysis attacks. All of these metrics are covered in subsections 6.1 and 6.2.255

6.1. Statistical analysis256

Histogram Analysis. For an encrypted image, it is necessary to have a uniform distribution over its pixel values257

on both axes. This property can be simply extracted from histogram of image and related analysis, such as chi-258

square test. Chi-square test shows whether a distribution assumption (uniform distribution in our case) is close to259

observation (encrypted image frequency distribution over possible pixel values) or not. Figure 9 shows ”Lena” image,260

its histogram and respective plots for encrypted image. Equation 11 introduces chi-square. The χ2 values obtained261

for three different pictures are listed in table 2. Encryption quality is another measure which is defined by deviation262

between the original and encrypted image on each byte level, encryption quality is a good metric to show statistical263

fitness of algorithm but the χ2 covers this metric too as it is clearly seen from the χ2 definition.264

χ2 =

N−1∑

i=0

(oi − ei)2

ei
. (11)
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Original Image Encrypted Image

Figure 8: Source Image (Sticks) and its respective Encrypted Image with password set to ”Simple Password is ample”

Table 2: Chi-square test of histograms for three different images of our method with two different passwords: P1=”Simplicity of password” and
P2=”S0mEH1R5P&)̂7.asW!”

Encrypted image Lena Sticks Peppers
Chi-Square test P1 262.054 259.324 258.956
Chi-Square test P2 257.672 258.493 261.170

In this equation, N denotes number of color levels (256 in our case), oi is the observations (frequency of each color265

level i) and ei is the uniform distribution value. This value is 256 for all grayscale images of size 256 × 256. If we266

assume that the encrypted image should have a uniform distribution. The result of such case scenario for an encrypted267

image should be as low as possible. The higher values of chi-square imply how much a typical observation is far from268

hypothesis that we made. In our case, the result was near 260, meaning for all 256 color levels, we have 260 error in269

observations, and for each color level the value is close to 1 on average. In other words, any color level is typically,270

roughly, one value higher or lower than the hypothesis.271

Number of Pixels Change Rate (NPCR). defines number of pixels that are not identical in two images (eq. 12). Higher272

values for NPCR denote higher resistance against brute force attacks on key space. This metric is applied to different273

encrypted images that are obtained from using same method for different passwords. For applying this test, we have274

generated 2,000 different passwords with minimal distance (one character was shuffled at each time). Additionally, we275

tested our algorithm against other methods and results of the described test that indicates key sensitivity and resistance276

to brute-force attacks are demonstrated in Table 3 for various case scenarios.277

NPCR =
1

M × N × K
×

M∑

m=1

N∑

n=1

K∑

k=1

Q(Im,n,k, I
′
m,n,k) × 100(%). (12)

M, N and K in Eq. 12 are image matrix size (k=3 for RGB image and K=1 for gray scale). Also, I and I′ are278

the two images that need to be compared by Q function. Whenever both pixels in same location are equal Q function279

equals to zero, and is one in other cases.280
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A. Original Image
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Figure 9: Source Image (Lena) and its respective Encrypted Image along with histograms of both, password is set to ”Simple Password is ample”

Unified Averaged Changed Intensity (UACI). is defined as average intensity change, between two images at same281

position. This metric determines distance between two pixels while the NPCR is only a metric, for unequal values.282

Equation 13 defines the UACI.283

UACI =
1

M × N × K × L
×

M∑

m=1

N∑

n=1

K∑

k=1

|Im,n,k − I′m,n,k | × 100(%). (13)

In the above equation, L is the highest color level. M, N and K are same as eq. 12.284

Information Entropy. is another powerful measurable property that is defined as number of required bits to represent285

data without loss (eq. 14).286

H(m) =

2n−1∑

i=0

P(mi)log2
1

P(mi)
. (14)

In the above equation, P(mi) is the probability of symbol mi. For our algorithm, we have averaged the obtained287

entropy from 100 computed images. The resulting value for this test is equal to 7.999334 (the maximum entropy288

achievable is 8). Table 3 reports the information entropy for different images. Moreover, table 5 presents UACI,289

NPCR and Information Entropy values for the proposed algorithm and state of the art algorithms.290
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Figure 10: Jaccard similarity score between source and encrypted image for nine iterations

Shannon Block Entropy Randomness Test. is proposed by [62] and uses multiple random windows with same size291

over encrypted image to compute entropy.292

Hk =

K∑

i=1

H(Yi)
K

. (15)

The original test proposed by authors shows that randomness across an image must be also tested locally and293

according to them, if any trial with entropy under 7.1627674499 results in a fail. The mean and standard deviation294

values computed from multiple trials is useful to test the encryption algorithm and compare it to others. Equation 15295

shows block entropy mean value for K windows. Table 6 shows test results of our proposed algorithm compared to296

other methods. For this test K is set to 100 and USC-SIPI Miscellaneous image dataset [63] is used. Mean values297

are average block entropy for whole dataset and std denotes the standard deviation while number of fails are also298

presented. The italic typed values show the fails and bold ones presents the highest score for this test.299

Table 3: Entropy, NPCR and UACI for key sensitivity

Image NPCR (%) UACI (%) Entropy
Lena (256 × 256) RGB 99.7024 33.5249 7.9984
Lena (512 × 512) GS 99.6912 33.5098 7.9975
Barbara (256 × 256) GS 99.7144 33.5137 7.9981
Barbara (512 × 512) GS 99.7695 33.4979 7.9985

Jaccard Similarity Score. is known to be the proportion of elements that intersect to all of elements in both samples.300

For two images, this score is defined as the rate number of pixels, on both images that are in same position to all of301

pixels (eq 16). In order to determine the mentioned score for our algorithm, we executed a test with nine iterations,302

starting from zero and then we calculated the jaccard similarity score. The results are presented in fig. 10.303

JaccardS imilarityS core =
|I ∩ I′|
|I ∪ I′| . (16)

In above equation, result of ∩ is related to the pixels that are in same position with equal value. Furthermore, ∪304

denotes union of all pixels.305
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Correlation Coefficient. on horizontal, vertical and diagonal axes shows relationship between two adjacent values.306

These two values (x, y) are adjacent pixels in source or encrypted image and their adjacency is defined in of horizontal,307

vertical or diagonal ways. Equation 17 calculates the correlation coefficient between two matrices. Moreover, the308

calculated values of this parameter for different images related to three axes are compared to state of the art algorithms309

in Table 4. Figure 11 illustrates the same analysis for source and encrypted images.310

Cx,y =
E[(x − µx)(y − µy)]

σxσy
. (17)
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Figure 11: Correlation plot of source and encrypted image in diagonal, horizontal and vertical adjacency axis

6.2. Known Cryptanalytic Attacks311

Triune cryptographic parts of a cryptanalytic process involves: Source image, Encrypted image and secret key312

analysis. After the first part of the analysis one may trust the security adequacy of the key against the attacks, but as313

the operation performance continues over the source image, this breaks because only statistical features are put into314

mind. Thus, there is a meaningful relation between key and image that can be extracted according to the computed315

output. Second part assumes that the encrypted image contains some semantic relation over key and the source316

image. The applied assumption causes the relation not to be random enough. Regarding the decrypted image, some317

minor changes in assumption can lead to a meaningful relation. At the end, the key will be gone through some tests318

like brute-force, minor-changes and etc. At this phase, the main goal is to find out the algorithm performance on319

fixed points, in which the process is the same interdependent of the nature of inputs and outputs. In the following320

subsections, we focus on known attacks.321

Key Space. is a very important property of every cipher. In the case of short key spaces, the result is a reduction in322

trials; The ones that a typical attackers needs to search blindly. In our algorithm, the key space that is in string format,323

starts from one to any length. Moreover, each index is also a character ranging from 0 to 255. This strong start makes324
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A. B. C. D.

E. F. G. H.

Figure 12: Manipulation Test: A) Some parts of source image is masked by zero values, B) White noise has been added to image, C) White
noise has been added to Encrypted Image, D) Some parts of Encrypted image is masked by zero values, E,F) Encrypted images of A and B, G,H)
Decrypted images of C and D

the user able to select its own key, based on the way one wants the algorithm to act. If a more secure encryption is325

required, the length of string should be larger. The input S ecretKey and its arbitrary length, makes a key space of326

Kspace = 256S KL , where S KL is length of S ecretKey.327

Key Sensitivity. is known to be the sensitivity that an algorithm shows for minor changes on S ecretKey of the en-328

crypted image . In the case that the number of made diffusion and confusion is not enough, then the attacker can find329

out how far/close is one’s hypothesis on S ecretKey′ from the S ecretKey. This nonlinear behavior helps to improve330

underlying algorithm to withstand many related attacks as Differential, Impossible Differential attack, Meet In The331

Middle, Bi-clique cryptanalysis and many others. Statistical analysis discussed in previous subsection, specially in332

NPCR and UACI, confirms that there is not any linear relation between the key and respective encrypted image.333

Chosen Source Image attack. if we assume for an image such as I, that some part of source image is replaced with334

the lowest possible intensity value, therefore, on zero values, the attacker might get the secret key out of encryption335

process. Figure 12 shows an example of discussed attack and the resulted cipher image based on this assumption.336

Four scenarios are shown in this figure. Scenario A is masking attack where large number of pixels in source image337

are masked and after encryption the result is analyzed in order to obtain the secret key. Scenario B shows effect of338

white noise to image and encrypted image which also yields no useful cryptanalytic information about the secret key.339

The reverse form of these scenarios are shown in C and D where the encrypted image is masked in C and white noise340

added to it, is decrypted. White noise rate is 0.2 and is added randomly to whole image. We cannot apply this attack341

on our algorithm because SMap and PMap effects on the source image prevent such a hypothesis to become real. On342

the other hand, randomly and sometimes wisely chosen source image manipulations can lead to good cryptanalytic343

results. For example, a linear algorithm which is acting the same on known values, leads the attacker to a possible clue344

on the candidate S ecretKeys which make these inner operations. Due to high confusion and diffusion of proposed345

algorithm, mentioned methodology is not applicable.346
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6.3. Performance and Speed347

Performance of an encryption algorithm in terms of speed and cpu usage is another metric to compare different348

approaches while it has two sides. If an algorithm has higher speed and low key space, it will yield to a unsafe and349

fast algorithm in which the attacker can try keys on a brute force attack. Also, a slow algorithm with large key space350

can also yield to better security but higher power consumption and lower encryption data rate.351

Table 7 presents a comparison between presented study and related state of the art algorithms. Results of our352

proposed algorithm has been obtained by a Linux Mint operating system on a Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU (7700HQ353

3.80 GHz) system with 16GB of RAM memory. The results for other methods are reported in [64–66] and directly354

included in table 7. As it is clearly seen from table 7, multiple systems has been utilized for speed analysis which355

yields in an amigiuity for making a good comparision between different methods. To overcome this problem, we use356

Encryption Throughput (ET) and Number of Cycles Per Byte (NCPB) from [67] that are presented in equations 18 and357

19 respectively.358

ET =
ImageS ize(Byte)

EncryptionTime(seconds)
(18)

NCPB =
CPU Speed(Hertz)

ET
(19)

7. Conclusion359

In present research, we propose a new chaotic system based on polynomial combination of 1D chaotic maps. The360

analytic and numerical tests confirm that this novel system is suitable for cryptographic applications specially for361

image encryption. The random sequence generation ability of this system has also utilized a novel image encryption362

algorithm. The algorithm contributes extensively on key generation, key presentation and also dynamic generation363

of inner functions. Statistical tests, cryptanalytic discussions and various standard simulations has tested this novel364

algorithm; Hence its validity has proved. Furthermore, the results of this new crypto-system on correlation tests are365

also compared with the state of the art algorithms and its superiority is confirmed. The high resistance to cryptographic366

attacks is another aspect of this algorithm which was tested. The hardware implementation o this new system can be367

investigated, as the future and follow up steps, for hand-held devices and cryptographic use cases.368
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Table 4: Correlation Analysis of Proposed algorithm

Algorithm Image Image Size H Image V Image D Image H Encrypted V Encrypted D Encrypted
Proposed Algorithm Lena 256 × 256 GS 0.97187 0.98539 0.96689 -0.00222 0.00137 0.00291
El Assad et al. [46] Lena 256 × 256 GS 0.97165 0.98730 0.95440 0.00312 -0.00317 -0.00310
Song et al. [42] Lena 256 × 256 GS 0.96592 0.94658 0.92305 -0.00550 0.00411 0.00021
W. Zhang et al. [43] Lena 256 × 256 GS 0.97173 0.98478 0.96869 -0.00422 0.00055 0.00366

Proposed Algorithm Lena 512 × 512 C 0.99810 0.99242 0.99541 0.00271 0.00136 0.00114
El Assad et al. [46] Lena 512 × 512 C 0.99233 0.99694 0.98712 -0.00158 0.00159 -0.00147
Wong et al. [40] Lena 512 × 512 C 0.09751 0.98892 0.96704 0.00681 0.00078 0.00323

Proposed Algorithm Barbara 512 × 512 GS 0.88642 0.94321 0.87651 -0.00139 0.00435 -0.00109
El Assad et al. [46] Barbara 512 × 512 GS 0.89538 0.95887 0.88304 0.00155 0.00163 0.00148
Chen et al. [23] Barbara 512 × 512 GS 0.91765 0.95415 0.90205 0.01183 0.00016 0.01480
X. Zhang et al. [39] Barbara 512 × 512 GS 0.86061 0.95982 0.87741 0.00824 0.00036 0.00128

Table 5: The proposed algorithm in terms of UACI, NCPR and Information Entropy compared to other state of the art algorithms

Algorithm UACI (%) NCPR (%) Information Entropy
Proposed Algorithm 33.6751 99.6191 7.999334
Zhang et al. [43] 33.4988 99.6155 7.999325
Zhou et al. [51] 33.4854 99.1891 7.999249
Zhu et al. [68] 33.467 99.6132 7.999302
Zhang et al. [69] 33.5625 99.6254 7.999274
Xu et al. [45] 33.4934 99.6167 7.997200
El Assad et al. [46] 33.4600 99.6095 Not Reported

Table 6: The Block Entropy Test for Encrypted Images of USC-SIPI Miscellaneous Image Dataset using 100 image blocks at size of 16-by-16

Algorithm Mean std # of fails
Original Image 4.9627633737 1.7133301636 28
Proposed Algorithm 7.1783666771 0.0072293490 0
BlowFish [70] 6.6975405565 1.1895800576 12
AES [2] 6.7488211774 1.0726741341 10
TwoFish [71] 6.7511953801 1.0564646259 11
3DCat [72] 7.1718531782 0.0093951696 2
Sudoku [73] 7.1772687030 0.0075774206 0
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Table 7: Performance analysis and comparison

Method
Execution Time (ms)

ET (MBps) NCPB
256×256 512×512 1024×1024

Wu et al. [74] 7641 34768 151709 0.1756 17084.2824
Mohamed [75] 189 758 3097 7.8671 381.3349
Liao et al. [76] 569 2251 8986 2.6575 1128.8805
Amina & Mohamed [64] 48 139 481 41.4371 72.3988
Yavuz et al. [65] 109 391 1640 3.4250 668
Y. Wang et al. [77] 7.79 31.16 124.64 24.06 122.85
W. Zhang et al. [78] 7.5 30 120 25 122.07
A. Akhshani et al. [79] 14.4 57.6 230.4 13.02 194.83
K.-W. Wong et al. [80] 15.59 62.37 249.48 12.03 245.7
M. Farajallah et al. V1 2.04 8.08 31.85 93.817 31.51
M. Farajallah et al. V2-8 bit 1.38 5.42 21.17 140.776 21
M. Farajallah et al. V2-32 bit[66] 4.15 16.56 66.12 45.347 65.19
Proposed Algorithm 102 281 717 23.1769 163.9563
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